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Stain
Our stains are all hand wiped to bring out the depth and character of the natural grain. Here we show a partial selection of
the standard stains available. However there are more than 40
standard stain colors to choose from. We can help you decide
the selection that is best to offer your clients.

Varnish
Glenmont Furniture Co. uses a high build naturally nonyellowing, coconut alkyd catalyzed varnish with a silky feel and
grain enhancement characteristics. it is a true high end performance coating with excellent resistance to scratching, marring,
moisture, and chemicals.

Specialty Finishes
Specialty finishes are very popular for an aged or weathered and
worn look. A few of our specialty finishes are Rustic Sienna and
Antique Cherry. We can also do a variety of paint colors.

BICO Specialty Finishes
BICO Finishes take the specialty finishes to another level. This is
a collection of 28 distinct finishes. Shown here is a sampling of
what is available. A complete set of wood samples displayed in a
dovetailed box is available.

Printed color samples may not be an exact representation of the actual color.
Always use an actual wood sample if possible.

Oak

OCS 102 Fruitwood

OCS 104 Seely

OCS 110 Medium

Cherry

OCS 111 Boston

OCS 113 Michaels

Quarter Sawn White Oak
Brown Maple

OCS 104 Seely

OCS 106 Acres

OCS 113 Michaels

OCS 113 Michaels

OCS 117 Ashbury

OCS 225
Mission Maple

OCS 227
Rich Cherry

OCS 228
Rich Tobacco

OCS 230 Onyx

OV385-H Cable Mill

OV800-M Cottage Red

OV540-O
Co. White Red Rub

Brown Maple

OCS 117 Ashbury

BICO

OV390-M Peppercorn

OCS 117 Ashbury

A premier builder of bedroom and dining
suites, Glenmont Furniture melds timehonored handcraftsmanship with innovative
design. Our commitment to timely, flawless,
customized pieces has customers slumbering
and feasting in gratitude.

In the 27 years we’ve been building solid hardwood
furniture, there have been a lot of changes. A few years
ago, we changed our manufacturing process from our
batch to single piece flow. This allows us to ship on
shorter lead times, operate more efficiently, and ensure
better quality control. In addition, a second generation

is now working in the shop, joining their fathers, which
is a real blessing.
However, our commitment to the best quality and superior service you’ve come to expect has never wavered.
And we’re grateful for your continued support and
business.

Among the many features that distinguish our solid wood furniture, all of which is handcrafted in the USA, are:
•
•
•
•

dovetailed drawers
a durable catalyzed varnish
smooth finished interiors and backs
cast aluminum bed brackets

• full extension drawer slides
• dozens of finish options
• hundreds of hardware options

P: 330.377.4098
F: 330.377.4074

14290 CR 75, Brinkhaven, OH 43006

